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ESG
The-shift from regional or national higher education 

sectors to international HE blocs such as the European 

Higher Education Area (EHEA) has resulted in increasing 

calls for the centralisation or standardisation of higher 

education policies designed to facilitate greater global 

engagement with an area beyond that of a student’s 

home country. 



∂

In order to facilitate the implementation of these policy 

initiatives at a managerial level we have seen a move 

away from the “‘republic of academics’ ideal to the 

‘stakeholder university’ ideal” (Bleiklie & Kogan, 2007; p. 478). 

Arguably such a move reflects a view of institutional 

change that is best brought about by means of a more 

managerial approach to organizational change.
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Policy
The process of enacting policy change at any level brings 

with it a number of important challenges and potential 

pitfalls to be negotiated as policies are translated and 

implemented at different organisational and contextual 

levels (Caldwell, 2003; Kotter & Schlesinger, 2008). 
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Theoretical framework

The current paper draws  on the idea of the 

implementation staircase (Reynolds and Saunders 1985) , and the 

notion of street level bureaucracy (Lipsky 1980).

It explores two of the seven barriers identified in the data 

from Project IBAR (Westerheijden &  Kohoutek 2014) .   One is 

national and one institutional in relation to the 

introduction of pan-European standards and guidelines 

for quality assurance in higher education.
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Implementation Staircase 
Even at an institutional level effecting policy change is by 

no means a simple or straightforward process. At each 

stage of the implementation process the various actors 

and communities responsible for the delivery, 

maintenance and operationalisation of the specific policy 

are required to be able not just to follow a set of 

guidelines in relation to the policy change but to 

understand the thinking behind the change if 

implementation is to be successful (Reynolds & Saunders, 1985).



∂

Implementation Staircase 

These difficulties are 

potentially magnified when 

the policy shifts that are 

required emanate not from 

institutional or even 

national priorities but 

instead are driven by pan-

European policy initiatives.  
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Project IBAR

Funded by the European Commission under the EACEA 

programme to identify barriers in promoting the 

European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance 

(ESG) at institutional level.  

Research undertaken from a sample of 28 higher 

education institutions in 7 European countries. 
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Project IBAR

Through the production of institutional case-studies, 

comparative analyses, a final integrative synopsis and 

subsequent book, the project seeks to inform policy 

making in the quality assurance domain
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Project Partners

CZ CHES Centre for Higher Education Studies, Prague

UK CAP Centre for Academic Practice, Durham University

LV University of Latvia

PT CIPES Center for Research in Higher Education Policies 

NL CHEPS Centre for Higher Education Policy Studies, University  of Twente

PL Warsaw School of Economics 

SL Constantine the Philosopher University in Nitra
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Thematic areas

LV Internal Quality Assurance Systems 

UK Quality and Access 

CZ Quality and Student Assessment 

PT Quality and Management/Governance 

NL Stakeholders and Quality 

PL Quality and Teaching Staff 

SK Quality and Information 

UK & CZ Quality and Secondary Education 
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Vignette 1: Assessment
Initially it might be considered that implementing 

common standards and guidelines in relation to assurance 

of quality in assessment should be relatively simple to 

achieve.

However ...



∂

Vignette 1: Assessment

1. institutional memory and historical knowledge limit 

change at the street level

2. need to differentiate HE from secondary education limits 

change (street level) 

3. relationship between curricula and learning outcomes 

also problematic – the extent of the link between the two 

(and subsequent influence on assessment design) results 

in potential top-down approaches that have limited 

success in relation to transformation of assessment 

processes.
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Vignette 1: Assessment

Thus in relation to assessment we see tension as notions 

of institutional approaches to assessment filter down 

from the top to the ‘bottom’ of the stair (micro /meso 

level).

Despite issues at the micro and meso levels, assessment 

viewed to be fair and increasing evidence of meta level or 

institutional approaches to curricula and methods of 

assessment (driven by factors such as the UK PSF).
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Vignette 2: Access

Whilst assessment might be viewed as an institutional 

issue with a range of barriers and challenges that need to 

be addressed before a pan-European approach might be 

universally adopted,  the issue of fair access might be 

considered to operate not simply at an institutional level 

but at a national level feeding down to the street or 

institutional level.
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Vignette 2: Access

1. National policies regarding marginalised groups for 

example might result in negative social mobility 

2. CZ are prohibited from gathering data about ethnicity of 

students - limiting development of monitoring of fair 

access standards and guidelines

3. UK tension between league tables and WP is pronounced 

4. Institutions lack full autonomy when access driven (at a 

distance) by national legislative agenda, making it 

difficult to implement ESG at an institutional level.
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Vignettes 1 and 2 operate at different levels of the ‘staircase’, but 
issues move up and down the staircase.

eg Possible to view assessment as acting at  institutional level, but 
national qualifications frameworks mean this is not entirely the case 

eg Individual institutions have control over the level of engagement they 
have with national fair access policies – can do minimum required or 
engage in a wide range of access and outreach activities aimed at 
marginalised or unrepresented groups in a particular country.
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Issues emerging

One issue that these vignettes and 

others like them highlight is the 

potential difficulties of implementing 

ESG.  Need to think more flexibly 

about what we mean by shared 

guidelines  - is it about a one-size fits 

all approach or is it about an agreed 

set of principles or ideals which are 

then contextualised within a national 

and even institutional location?



∂

Issues emerging
1. IBAR identified 52 barriers, 28 effective practices

2. ESG has come in at a specific point in time

3. Do we expand ESG?  Or complement it with other 

processes and mechanisms? 

4. ESG is a common denominator



∂

How does ESG engage teachers 

and students?

Issues of trust (of politicians, 

governments, agencies)

At institutional level there is a tension between 

development of a quality culture and centralised 

control management (NPM)
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How do we reduce complexity?

We can’t have full diversity.

It’s inconclusive from IBAR whether the QA 

activities surveyed closely followed the ESG 

guidelines. 



∂

Are tensions good or bad?

The balance between what is a good 

practice and what could turn into a

barrier is very fine

National structures and processes of governance 

are probably better understood when aligned with 

institutional concerns and priorities 



∂

Context and translation

The research findings of the IBAR project show 

that context, institutional logics and the particular 

dynamics of an organisation emerge as key 

forces.  ESG is primarily process-led but many of 

the findings outlined earlier highlight the 

significance of context.  
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The implementation of quality at institutional level is 

dependent upon a host of interrelated factors which can 

serve as barriers or drivers.  These include:

attitude path dependencies

leadership planning & managerial 

commitment

adequate resourcing stakeholder resistance or non-

engagement

clear policy signalling staff training and development

effective communication effective measurement

historical tradition feedback loops 



∂

Cultures
Policy has always to be filtered, in its institutional 

translation, through organisational (and 

disciplinary) cultures, contingencies and path 

dependencies, with their relative degrees of 

dynamism, flexibility or rigidity.  
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‘Cultural traffic’ (Alvesson 2002)

What we have observed in the contexts of practice 

surveyed in IBAR is an example of ‘multiple cultural 

configurations’



∂

Translation
Institutional contexts and cultures may be 

perceived as issues which serve to undermine 

intended quality processes, but are probably 

better recognised as significant issues of 

meanings, preferred uses of language and 

different presumptions about priorities.  

These are critical determinant                         

factors that should not be                       

overlooked. 
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Compact  
A future challenge for the continuing operation of the ESG 

is to ensure that these observed tendencies are 

accommodated in any evaluation and that EHEA 

institutions have opportunities for interpretive and 

developmental dialogue about both QA and QE. 

A long term goal for ESG might be to reach a compact 

that fully accommodates institutional perspectives and 

aspirations.



∂

Nexus
Such enquiry would seek deeper insights into 

institutional context and practice, and ascertain if it 

were possible to outline an interpretive nexus, or 

‘middle territory’, where top down and bottom up 

perspectives and initiatives could fruitfully create 

action lines. 

Follow up research could profitably explore what 

sorts of actions would be helpful to European 

institutions.
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Leadership & governance

In order to achieve that goal we believe more attention 

needs to be paid to interpretations of quality by 

institutions, leaders, governors and key stakeholders such 

as staff, students and employers.  

Moreover, consideration needs to be taken of how 

leadership and governance interpret / translate ESG and 

(hopefully) can be shown as committing to its overarching 

philosophy. 
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A globalised world 

The HEIs in our study, and throughout the EHEA, pay attention to 
national agendas but in a globalising world many are not restricted to 
these agendas alone. 

Whatever the chosen focus of these institutions, the emphasis on 
institutional governance, leadership, management and strategy implies 
that institutions should see themselves as active and responsible 
players. 

Emergence of new institutional logics to be 
better positioned against competitive global 
rankings?
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Engagement: 
issues of high & low fidelity

How tightly coupled should the ESG regulatory framework 

be?

A ‘high fidelity’ policy initiative seeks conformity with 

prescribed outcomes whereas a ‘low fidelity’ intervention 

would tolerate a reasonable degree of openness and 

variation in the ways in which a particular organisation might 

wish to approach and finally achieve specific requirements of 

the ESG. 
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